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We analyze the stability of biological membrane tubes, with and without a base flow of lipids. Membrane
dynamics are completely specified by two dimensionless numbers: the well-known Föppl–von Kármán
number Γ and the recently introduced Scriven–Love number SL, respectively quantifying the base tension
and base flow speed. For unstable tubes, the growth rate of a local perturbation depends only on Γ, whereas
SL governs the absolute versus convective nature of the instability. Furthermore, nonlinear simulations of
unstable tubes reveal an initially localized disturbance result in propagating fronts, which leave a thin
atrophied tube in their wake. Depending on the value of Γ, the thin tube is connected to the unperturbed
regions via oscillatory or monotonic shape transitions—reminiscent of recent experimental observations on
the retraction and atrophy of axons. We elucidate our findings through a weakly nonlinear analysis, which
shows membrane dynamics may be approximated by a model of the class of extended Fisher–Kolmogorov
equations. Our study sheds light on the pattern selection mechanism in axonal shapes by recognizing the
existence of two Lifshitz points, at which the front dynamics undergo steady-to-oscillatory bifurcations.
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Lipid membranes are ubiquitous in biology, and are often
found in cylindrical configurations [1–4]. Moreover, mem-
brane tubes can sustain an axial flow of lipids, as observed
in growing axons [5,6] and in vitro cylindrical tethers [7].
When such tubes are under high tension, an infinitesimal
local perturbation grows and invades the undisturbed
region via propagating fronts. For example, drug treatments
disrupting the internal structure of axons show fronts
propagate from the neuron’s growth cone to its soma, in
the direction of lipid flow [8]. In contrast, when a laser is
aimed at a point on an axon, two fronts propagate outward
in different directions [8]. An additional complexity is that
different patterns can be selected in the front wakes, leading
to distinct morphologies at long times. For example,
identical laser ablation experiments on axons result in a
thin, atrophied tube—whose connection to the unperturbed
regions appears pearled in some experiments and mono-
tonic in others [8]. The latter are similar to our results in
Fig. 1(b) and Movies S1–S3 in the Supplemental Material
(SM) [9]. Despite many experimental findings, however,
the physical mechanisms governing the front direction, the
front speed, and the pattern selected in the front wakes
remain poorly understood.
In this Letter, we shed light on the aforementioned

phenomena by incorporating two often overlooked fea-
tures. First, while most studies of cylindrical membranes
assume the bulk fluid viscosity is the main dissipative cause
[35–44], here we recognize the intramembrane viscosity is
the primary dissipative source [45]. Second, we incorporate
a base flow of lipids in our description. With these
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FIG. 1. (a) Stability diagram of lipid membrane tubes in the
space of Γ and SL, showing stable (gray, Γ < Γc ¼ 3

4
), absolutely

unstable (AU, red), and convectively unstable (CU, blue) re-
gimes. At the points marked “asterisk” and “double dagger,”
nonlinear simulations (b) reveal propagating fronts. The initial
perturbation is at the vertical dashed line, flow is in the z
direction, the color bar indicates surface tension, and snapshots
are scaled 40× in the z direction.
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developments, we consider (for example) the lipid flow
from growth cone to soma in a growing neuron and ask:
when the axon is locally perturbed, is the disturbance only
amplified downstream, or does it eventually invade the
entire system? This question is addressed by invoking the
hydrodynamic concepts of absolute and convective insta-
bilities [46,47], and analytically determining the critical
base flow speed where the growth cone is on the verge of
feeling a downstream perturbation at late times. We
conclude by investigating the dynamics of front propaga-
tion via the marginal stability criterion (MSC) [48,49] and a
weakly nonlinear analysis of membrane shape changes. We
find both atrophied and pearled morphologies can result
from a local perturbation, and our front speed calculations
qualitatively agree with past experiments.
Membrane dynamics and dispersion relation.—We con-

sider an unperturbed tube of radius r0 along the z axis.
The velocity field vð0Þ ¼ V0 ez, for constant speed V0,
captures the base lipid flow. Moreover, a force balance
[SM [9], Sec. I.4(a)] reveals the base surface tension is
given by λ0 ¼ pr0 þ kb=ð4r20Þ, where kb is the bending
modulus and p is the jump in normal traction across the
membrane [50].
Membrane dynamics have three sources of dissipation:

the intermonolayer friction b dominates at small length
scales, the bulk viscosity μ dominates at large length scales,
and the intramembrane viscosity ζ dominates across
intermediate length scales [51]. For the systems of interest,
dissipation from the bulk viscosity and intermonolayer
friction are negligible (SM [9], Secs. VI.1, VI.2), and
membrane dynamics are governed by two dimensionless
numbers. The Föppl–von Kármán number Γ compares
tension forces to bending forces [56,57], and the recently
introduced Scriven–Love number SL compares out-of-
plane viscous forces to bending forces [56]:

Γ ¼ λ0r20
kb

and SL ¼ ζV0r0
kb

: ð1Þ

In past experiments with biological membrane tubes, we
typically find Γ ∈ ½ 1

4
; 3� and SL ∈ ½0; 0.04�, while in

reconstituted cylinders Γ ∈ ½ 1
4
; 7� and SL ∈ ½0; 1� (see

SM [9], Sec. V).
We now linearize the membrane equations about the

chosen base state (SM [9], Sec. I.4). All quantities are
nondimensionalized with r0, kb, and ζ—for which ζr20=kb
is the fundamental time scale and kb=r20 is the fundamental
tension scale. Lipid membrane tubes under tension, where
λ0 ≥ 0, are stable to all nonaxisymmetric perturbations (see
Sec. II.3 of the SM [9] and Ref. [41]). Consequently, only
axisymmetric perturbations are considered here. In this
case, the perturbed equations of motion—in the absence of
thermal noise [58]—can be combined into a single equation
governing the perturbed tube radius r̃ ¼ r̃ðz; tÞ [60], given
by [SM [9], Sec. I.4(c)]

r̃;t þ SL r̃;z ¼
�
Γ − 3

4

4

�
r̃ þ

�
Γ − 1

4

4

�
r̃;zz −

1

8
r̃;zzzz: ð2Þ

At this point, we decompose the perturbed radius r̃ into
normal modes of the form ∼ exp½iðqz − ωtÞ�, where q is a
dimensionless wave number and ω is a dimensionless
frequency; the system is unstable when there exists a q for
which ωðiÞ ≔ Imfωg > 0. Substituting this decomposition
into Eq. (2) leads to the dispersion relation

ω ¼ SL q þ i
4

�
Γð1 − q2Þ þ 1

4
ð−3 þ q2 − 2q4Þ

�
: ð3Þ

For normal modes with real wave number (q ∈ R) and
complex frequency (ω ∈ C), membrane tubes are unstable
to a finite range of long wavelength perturbations when
Γ > Γc ≔ 3

4
[61]; see Sec. II.3 of the SM [9] and Refs. [35–

42]. Though the growth rate of such sinusoidal perturba-
tions is determined only by Γ, the real part of Eq. (3) reveals
that a nonzero base flow (SL ≠ 0) leads to temporal
oscillations in the membrane’s response, with frequency
proportional to base flow speed. Additionally, an axial base
flow confers a directionality to the membrane tube, biasing
the spatial evolution of an initially local perturbation—
bringing us to the concept of absolute and convective
instabilities.
Absolute vs convective instabilities.—Consider an ini-

tially stable membrane tube subjected to a spatially
localized perturbation, as in laser ablation [62] and local
drug administration [8] experiments. Though such disturb-
ances are local in space, they can globally alter λ0 such that
Γ > Γc along the tube [38]. Here, we assume this tension
change is instantaneous [63]. Equations (2) and (3) then
suggest that a base flow of lipids (captured by SL) affects
the directionality of the disturbance, while Γ dictates how
quickly the disturbance grows. Figure 1(a) quantifies such
observations, and shows how unstable tubes are either
absolutely unstable (AU) or convectively unstable (CU)
depending on Γ and SL. The qualitative difference between
AU and CU systems is highlighted in Fig. 1(b), where we
consider what a stationary observer—for example, one
stationed at the vertical dashed line—sees at long times. In
the AU case [Fig. 1(b), left], the base flow is sufficiently
small and the initial perturbation invades the entire domain.
Consequently, our observer sees a deformed configuration
at long times. In the CU case [Fig. 1(b), right], however, the
base flow is large enough to carry the perturbation down-
stream. As a result, any stationary observer may see a
transient growth of the instability, yet at long times will not
see any effect from the perturbation—despite the disturb-
ance continuing to grow as it is swept downstream. In what
follows, we determine when the system transitions from
AU to CU, known as the absolute-to-convective transition.
To determine the boundary between domains of AU and

CU membrane tubes, we perform a spatiotemporal stability
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analysis [46,47,65]; see also Sec. III of the SM [9]. To this
end, we consider complex wave numbers q ¼ qðrÞþ
iqðiÞ ∈ C and frequencies ω ¼ ωðrÞ þ iωðiÞ ∈ C [66]. We
then search for the particular perturbations seen at long
times in the laboratory frame—namely, those with zero
group velocity, for which ðdω=dqÞjq0 ¼ 0 and ω0 ¼ ωðq0Þ.
Here, q0 and ω0 are the absolute wave number and
frequency, and ðq0;ω0Þ is a saddle point of the system.
If ω0

ðiÞ > 0, a stationary observer sees the initial perturba-
tion grow at long times and the system is AU [Fig. 1(b),
left]. Otherwise, the tube is CU [Fig. 1(b), right].
Consequently, ω0

ðiÞ ¼ 0 is a necessary condition at the
boundary between AU and CU tubes, however it is not
sufficient and the saddle point solutions could be spurious
[46,67,68]. We therefore supplement our search for the
physical AU–CU transition with the pinching point method
[47], described in Sec. III.2 of the SM [9]. We find that for
every unstable Γ > Γc, there exists a critical Scriven–Love
number SLacðΓÞ corresponding to the AU–CU transition—
shown as the boundary between AU and CU domains in
Fig. 1(a). With the base flow speed and the calculated value
of SLacðΓÞ, we predict the system’s long-time response as
seen by a stationary observer.
The analytical expression of SLacðΓÞ is lengthy, and

provided in Table 1 of the SM [9]. Here, we note two

limiting cases: SLac ≈
ffiffi
2

p
4
ðΓ − ΓcÞ1=2 when Γ → Γþ

c , and
SLac ≈ Γ=2 when Γ → ∞. In calculating SLacðΓÞ, we also
determine the absolute wave number q0ðΓÞ and frequency
ω0ðΓÞ. While SLac is a smoothly varying function of Γ, the
saddle point ðq0;ω0Þ undergoes two bifurcations as Γ is
varied: one at Γ1 ≔ 13

4
−

ffiffiffi
6

p
≈ 0.8 and another at

Γ2 ≔ 13
4
þ ffiffiffi

6
p

≈ 5.7, as shown in Fig. 2 (see the SM [9],
Sec. III.1). We subsequently discuss how the saddle point
bifurcations affect the long-time response of a perturbed
membrane tube.
Front propagation.—When a membrane tube is locally

perturbed, the perturbed region invades the unstable,
unperturbed region via a leading (þ) and trailing (−) front

[Fig. 1(b)], regardless of whether there is a base lipid flow.
The leading and trailing front velocities Vf� of the linear
theory are obtained with the MSC [48,49]. Namely, an
observer traveling at the front speed would at long times see
a system in its marginal state, where the growth rate is zero.
Applying the MSC, we find the dimensionless speed, wave
number, and frequency of the front are, respectively, given
by (SM [9], Sec. III.5)

SL�f ¼ SL � SLac; q�f ¼ q0; ω�
f ¼ ω0 − SL�f qf: ð4Þ

Equation (4) predicts that SLacðΓÞ is the front propagation
speed when there is no base flow (SL ¼ 0).
We now compare the linear predictions of Eq. (4) to

nonlinear simulations of an axisymmetric membrane tube
subject to a local perturbation. Our computations are based
on those in Ref. [69]; see also Sec. IV.2 of the SM [9].
Figure 3 compares the numerical front speeds to the linear
prediction (4)1 for the two scenarios shown in Fig. 1(b). It is
well known that a front can be either “pulled” at the leading
edge or “pushed” by the growing nonlinearities behind the
front, however, one cannot in general anticipate which type
of front will emerge from a local perturbation to invade a
given nonlinear system [49,70]. Our numerical simulations
reveal the trailing edge is a pulled front, where the front
speed agrees with the MSC, while the leading edge is a
pushed front traveling faster than the MSC prediction
(Fig. 3). In the latter case, the front speed agrees with
the linear theory at early times when perturbations are small
(Fig. 3 insets).
Equation (4) confirms the connection [71,72] between

the MSC and AU–CU transition: the saddle point bifurca-
tions in Fig. 2 also represent transitions in the dynamics of
the propagating fronts. Specifically, when Γ ∈ ½Γc;Γ1� ∪
½Γ2;∞Þ, then qfðrÞ ¼ 0, ωf

ðrÞ ¼ 0, and the front evolves
as a steadily traveling envelope—as confirmed by non-
linear simulations [Figs. 4(a), 4(c), and SM [9], Movies
S4, S7]. In contrast, when Γ ∈ ðΓ1;Γ2Þ, qfðrÞ ≠ 0, and

FIG. 2. Absolute wave number q0 (left, units of 1=r0) and
absolute frequency ω0 [right, units of kb=ðζr20Þ], with ω0

ðiÞ ¼ 0.
Solid (respectively, dashed) lines correspond to relevant (respec-
tively, spurious) saddle points when determining the AU–CU
boundary.

FIG. 3. Leading (blue) and trailing (red) front velocities over
time, where Γ ¼ 6 and SL=SLac ¼ 0.25 and 2 [cf. Fig. 1(b)].
Symbols correspond to simulations and lines are predictions from
the MSC (4)1. Insets show front speeds at early times.
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ωf
ðrÞ ≠ 0—for which the front oscillates in both time and

space. As a result, a pattern is selected in the wake of the
front, and a pearled morphology connects the thin and
unperturbed cylindrical regions [Fig. 4(b), and SM [9],
Movies S5, S6]. We thus find the Föppl–von Kármán
number governs whether or not a pattern is selected as the
front propagates. Our results are consistent with recent
observations of locally perturbed axons, where both mon-
otonic and pearled fronts resulted [8]. The observed front
speeds (Vf ∼ 10−4 nm=μsec, SLf ∼ 0.02) imply such axons
lie close to the instability threshold Γc, with Γ ∈ ½0.75; 1�
(see SM [9], Sec. V.5). Additionally, front speeds are the
same order as the base flow speed in growing axons [5,6],
suggesting such systems lie close to the absolute-to-
convective transition.
Weakly nonlinear analysis.—To better understand how

nonlinearities affect front dynamics, we develop a weakly
nonlinear model of membrane shape evolution. For a tube
with dimensionless radius rðz; tÞ ¼ 1þ r̃ðz; tÞ, we assume
(i) ∂j

zr̃ · ∂k
z r̃ is negligible when j ≥ 1 and k ≥ 1, (ii) r̃;t · ∂j

zr̃
is negligible when j ≥ 1, and (iii) r̃j · ∂k

z r̃ ≪ r̃j when
k ≥ 1. With these assumptions, the radius evolves as
(SM [9], Sec. IV.1)

r;T þ SL r;Z ¼ r;ZZ −
1

2

ðΓ − ΓcÞ
ðΓ − 1

4
Þ2 r;ZZZZ þ fðrÞ; ð5Þ

with nonlinear forcing term

fðrÞ ≔ ðr − 1Þ þ Γ − 1
4

Γ − Γc
ðr − 1Þ2 þ

1
4

Γ − Γc
ðr − 1Þ2

r
: ð6Þ

Hereafter, γðΓÞ ≔ 1
2
ðΓ − ΓcÞ=ðΓ − 1

4
Þ2 is the ∂4r=∂Z4 coef-

ficient in Eq. (5). Additionally, Eq. (5) is written with

rescaled variables T ¼ t½ðΓ − ΓcÞ=4�, Z ¼ z½ðΓ − ΓcÞ=
ðΓ − 1

4
Þ�1=2, and SL ¼ 4SL=½ðΓ − ΓcÞðΓ − 1

4
Þ�1=2 to high-

light its structure [73]. Indeed, the evolution equation
belongs to the family of extended Fisher–Kolmogorov
(EFK) equations—known to possess several universal
properties [49,74,75]. For example, the EFK equation
undergoes steady-to-oscillatory bifurcations in the front
dynamics at the universal value of γ ¼ 1

12
[74,75]. We

confirm γðΓ1Þ ¼ γðΓ2Þ ¼ 1
12
, which justifies the observed

transitions in front dynamics in Fig. 4. The values Γ1 and Γ2
are Lifshitz points where the q2 term in the dispersion
relation vanishes at the saddle point [76], and higher order
gradients are required for an appropriate description of the
system (SM [9], Sec. III.6; see also Refs. [75,77]).
Finally, we compare predictions from the EFK model (5)

with simulations of the full nonlinear equations in Fig. 4.
Both sets of dynamics result in a thin, atrophied tube
behind the front. The atrophied “homogeneous radius” rh is
calculated from the EFK equation (5) as rh ¼ 1þ ð3 −
8Γþ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

16Γ − 3
p Þ=ð8Γ − 2Þ (SM [9], Sec. IV.1). Thus, for

all Γ > Γc, the evolution equation predicts 0 < rh < 1.
Moreover, rh → 0 in the limit Γ → ∞, a result consistent
with our previous findings [78]. We also find that for
Γ ∉ ðΓ1;Γ2Þ, the evolution equation is a good predictor of
the front speed and final radius as Γ → Γþ

c [Fig. 4(a)], while
it only predicts rh at large Γ [Fig. 4(c)]. On the other hand,
when Γ ∈ ðΓ1;Γ2Þ, the front oscillates and the quadratic
forcing terms in fðrÞ amplify outward perturbations
(r > 1), such that the EFK model predicts an unphysical,
diverging radius at finite times [SM [9], Sec. IV.2(b)].
Despite the quantitative shortcomings of the evolution
equation, it still provides a connection to previous
studies of nonlinear dynamics and pattern formation, and

(a) (b) (c)

FIG. 4. Plots of propagating fronts over time, with no base flow (SL ¼ 0) and (a) Γ ¼ 0.77 ∈ ½Γc;Γ1�, (b) Γ ¼ 2 ∈ ðΓ1;Γ2Þ, and
(c) Γ ¼ 6 ∈ ½Γ2;∞Þ. Solid (respectively, dashed) lines are results from nonlinear simulations (respectively, the EFK equation). Snapshots
are separated by (a) 1000τ, (b) 10τ, and (c) τ. A portion of the tube at the final snapshot is shown above each plot (color bars indicate
surface tension); see also Movies S4–S7 in the SM [9]. When Γ ∈ ðΓ1;Γ2Þ as in (b), the front leaves pearls in its wake (left inset) and
oscillates at the leading edge (right inset), in agreement with the linear theory; the outward bulges cause the EFK equation (5) to fail [SM
[9], Sec. IV.2(b)].
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a qualitative understanding of front propagation.
Importantly, as the evolution equation (5) gives rise to
pulled fronts and agrees with nonlinear simulations when
Γ → Γþ

c , we expect the front velocity of an initially static
tube to scale as SLf ¼ SLac ∼ ðΓ − ΓcÞ1=2 near the insta-
bility threshold. Though bulk dissipation is also important
as Γ → Γþ

c (SM [9], Sec. VI.1), our predicted power law
scaling close to the instability threshold captures exper-
imentally measured front velocities—a behavior that was
previously unexplained (see Fig. 11 of Ref. [79] and Fig. 17
of the SM [9]).
Conclusions.—We analyzed the spatiotemporal stability

of lipid membrane tubes, with and without a base flow.
Tubes were found to be either stable, AU, or CU depending
on the values of Γ and SL, as shown in Fig. 1(a). Our work
was inspired by experimental observations of both pearled
and atrophied membrane morphologies resulting from laser
ablation experiments [8,43]. By recalling the connection
between the AU–CU transition and the MSC, we showed
that unstable membrane tubes possess critical Lifshitz
points at which propagating fronts bifurcate from a steady
to an oscillating behavior, and vice versa (Fig. 4).
Moreover, our predictions for how Γ selects a pattern
are consistent with the aforementioned experiments. While
our study neglected the surrounding fluid viscosity, a
previous analysis of front propagation in membrane
tubes—which neglected the intramembrane viscosity yet
included the bulk viscosity—always predicted a pearled
configuration in unstable tubes [38]. Thus, a natural
extension of this work is to perform a spatiotemporal
stability analysis which includes both intramembrane and
bulk viscosities.
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